
Nothing New Under The Sun

Rule 9

Is there nothing in the Bible that wasn't already 
practiced by man at the time it was written? Many times 
we talk about the barbarity of what is in the Bible. Take 
for instance when Moses led his army against the 
Midianites. After defeating them he commanded his 
people in Numbers to:

{31:17} Now therefore kill every male among the 
little ones, and kill every woman that hath known man by
lying with him.{31:18} But all the women children, that 
have not known a man by lying with him, keep alive for 
yourselves.

And one might wonder if this was a new command 
brought forth by the God worshiped by the Abrahamic 
people's or if they were just carrying on a tradition of 
barbarity that was already practiced by humans? Some of
the latest discoveries in archeology point to the fact that 
this was not new, and this practice was commonplace as 
long as 7000 years ago.

As reported in PNAS[1] It seems that a road crew in Germany uncovered a trench with the bones of
26 people in them. And although some of the archaeological community disagree as to whether this 
was just people re-burying their dead or whether it was a case of killing people and then eating them 
(cannibalism) there are two telling feature of this site. One is that the bones of childbearing age females
are not found there. They have bones of 12 male children aged six months to eight years and another 
one that was between 16 and 21 years old, 9 sets of bones from males in their 20s and 30s, 2 from 
women older than 40, and 2 victims whose age and sex is unknown, but no remains of young adult 
women were found.

The second feature of this site is the fact that it is so much different than the normal burial 
traditions of the LBK societies that existed from 7, 500 to 6, 900 years ago. [2]The typical LBK burial 
consisted of the people lying on their left side with their legs pulled up to their posterior and their arms 
folded against their chest with their hands pointing towards their skull. They also included tools and 
"accessories" within the graves.

Those that argue that this was reburial face the unfortunate fact that none of the victims were 
women of childbearing age. And I am sure that even 7, 000 years ago women of childbearing age died, 
they didn't all die after their childbearing ages. The question of cannibalism or just breaking the bodies 
up to put them into a small hole will probably be debated for a long time. But this question has nothing 
to do with the fact that mankind was killing his "enemies" and keeping women of childbearing age 
alive many years before the Bible interpreters even acknowledge the earth existed.
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